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About This Game

Save the Dodos! We’re all familiar with the sad tale of the charming, yet unintelligent Dodo. But now you can prevent their
heart-breaking tale of extinction! Guide the dodos through 100 challenging levels and save this avian dullard from extinction.

Since Dodos are not all too clever, you won’t be able to directly command them. Our feathery friends would just get confused
and they have enough on their plate as is! You’ll be guiding the Dodos by reshaping the levels. By changing the platforms and

obstacles you can guide the Dodos to safety and avoid mass extinction.

FEATURES

4 worlds to guide your dodos through; Prehistorical, Ancient Egypt, Antiquity and the harsh north of the Vikings

4 special Dodo’s

4 game modes (Classic, Survival, Rescue, Collection)

6 Steam Trading cards
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Title: Save the Dodos
Genre: Casual, Indie
Developer:
3DDUO
Publisher:
SOEDESCO Publishing
Release Date: 22 Apr, 2016

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Windows XP or higher

Processor: 2 Ghz

Memory: 2 GB RAM

Graphics: Integrated to the motherboard

Storage: 300 MB available space

Additional Notes: Resolution 1280x720 (minimum)

English,French,Portuguese,German,Simplified Chinese,Polish,Russian,Hungarian
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Das Geisterschiff skips out on the usual crap you have to deal with in dungeon crawling like xp, loot, and so on so that you can
focus more on pure survival as you try to finish each dungeon. All of your resources from health, ammo, and even saves are
limited forcing you to plan carefully. Or in the least barge in recklessly and then replay it carefully. However, even with care
sometimes you'll lose the dice roll and be forced to reload, or restart, but that's just the nature of the game.

A simplistic yet highly tactical dungeon crawler with a great aesthetic that well test your resource management skills and
occasionally your patience as well. A welcome change for anyone looking for a different kind of dungeon crawler.. 6.99 really?
I have tried to spend time on this game but honestly it's boring as hell. Colour matching video games can be fun and exciting
like many games have proved it before, i loved Bejeweled and it's still one of my favourite. However 3SwitcheD is nothing of
such, the different game mode are dull and boring and bring nothing exciting , the graphics are horrible and i know this
shouldn't be the main focus for these type of game but seriously it could have been so much better.
I bought the game very cheap and even so it's not worth it, you can find much better out there and for less.. I refuse to even
make cheats for this game, it's so bad lmao.

Rating: ¾ Star
Lowest Rated Game as of 19/04/2018. gt;start game
>holy fk this game is loud
>go to options
>turns volume ALL THE WAY DOWN
>starts a match
>*SOUND BLASTS MY EARS*
>"..."
>uninstall
>writes this review. Unfinished due to EA, but very good game.
Looking forward to the final release.
Reminds me of that old game named Katakijin.
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Works for me.. Disclaimer: I brought this because I am a terrible human being with no willpower to resist extra costumes. Do
NOT follow in my example.

This is a slap in the face, seeing as how I paid \u00a360 already, to not inculde this in the season pass. This game is slowly
drowning in the filth that is it's DLC practices.. Just finished this one, yet again, the longest. Have to say, kind of a shame to
have the story come to a conclusion, as i enjoyed being with the characters.

Picking up where the previous left off, bring it to the conclusion, if i have to recommend a perticular thing.. save just before the
end of act 1. choices affect achevements...

But overall, did enjoy this one.. and enjoyed the Pilgrim series as a whole! Definatly recommend, especially at it's price.. If I
had to dedicate the song first love to a game series, I would dedicate it to suikoden. It is a series of games that will always have a
special place in my heart.

This game, the great gaias, remind of suiko 1 & 2. I am in love again.

Initially I thought the price was a bit steep, then considering the fact that it is a small group of people spending years on this
gem, I don't mind the price anymore. And from what I could tell, if you match $1 to every hour of gameplay, this game is more
than $30 worth since it promises 60+ hrs gameplay.. Only thing missing is the Perfectionist achievement!. The third and
conclusive part. The final of a trilogy, based on the universe of Aliens.
7\/10. This game is worth your time. It's very short, about 15 minutes or so, but it tells a really cool story. It's not the most mind
blowing VR experience I've had, but because it was one of the first one I tried, it did blow my mind at the time. If I had not
tried it firrst, and had experienced a bunch of other VR titles before it, I don't think it would have been anything really special in
terms of graphical or environmental experience, but the story still would have been.

For free, this game is worth it. I think the developers are really onto something here, and I can see a full game coming out of
something like this.
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